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Every day voices in the mass media tell us that we live in a world in which complexity is rising and institutional orders are
dissipating. In such a world, organizational science studies ways of fending off the forces of chaos that are, so to speak, always
just around the corner. Management is portrayed as the process not only of fending off, but also of sometimes seizing hold, of
those very forces. The traditional management literature—the stuff from which most of our MBA-led generation is taught—tends
to speak of an objective world where interactions can be described in linear terms, where words have singular meanings, and
where prediction and control are paramount. The focus on control provides one perspective on “chaos” and the manifold
changes occurring all around us. A contrasting perspective evolves from complexity science. Complexity theory challenges the
traditional management assumptions by noting that human activity allows for the possibility of emergent behavior. In the study of
emergence, complexity science and organization converge.
Organizations can be viewed as systems of interpretation and constructions of reality (Berger and Luckmann, 1967). In order to
survive, organizations must find ways to interpret events so as to stabilize their environments and try to make them more
predictable; organizations must also find ways to interpret events so as to be one with the environment, an environment that
they choose. A central concern of organization science is that of understanding how people construct meaning and reality, and
exploring how that enacted reality provides a context for action. When managers “enact” the environment, as Weick (1995) put it
they: “construct, rearrange, single out, and demolish many ‘objective’ features of their surroundings … they unrandomize
variables, insert vestiges of orderliness, and literally create their own constraints.” Through this process of sensemaking and
reality construction, people in an organization give meaning to the events and actions of the organization. This occurs at two
principal levels—the individual and the organization.
Organizations often experience change as an “emergent” process. Casti (1997) defines “emergence” as an overall system
behavior that comes out of the interaction of many participants— behavior that cannot be predicted or “even envisioned” from a
knowledge of what each component of a system does in isolation. This is the experience of change, yet this approach is
scarcely found in the organization science literature. When emergent change is recognized within the literature, it is discussed
superficially and metaphorically, with the organizational whole as the unit of analysis (Alvesson, 1990, 1995; Comfort, 1994).
The emergent nature of change as experienced by other members of the organization is often overlooked. Change, instead, is
treated as continuous, step like, or even chaotic, but with a definable scope and focus (Stacey, 1996). The experienced sense
of change—that the whole is bigger than the sum of the parts, and that the patterns observed and felt are unexpected—is not
captured. It is this sense of the whole that points organization science to complex systems theory.
As Levy (1994) phrased it:

By understanding industries as complex systems, managers can improve decision making and search for innovative solutions.
… Chaos [complexity] theory is a promising framework that accounts for the dynamic evolution of industries and the complex
interactions among industry actors. By conceptualizing industries as chaotic systems, a number of managerial implications
can be developed. Long-term forecasting is almost impossible for chaotic systems, and dramatic change can occur
unexpectedly; as a result, flexibility and adaptiveness are essential for organizations to survive. Nevertheless, chaotic systems
exhibit a degree of order, enabling short-term forecasting to be undertaken and underlying patterns can be discerned. Chaos
[complexity] theory also points to the importance of developing guidelines and decision rules to cope with complexity, and of
searching for non-obvious and indirect means to achieving goals.
What is this complex systems theory? As of 1999, it is less an organized rigorous theory than a collection of ideas that have in
common the notion that within dynamic patterns there may be underlying simplicity that can, in part, be discovered through the
use of large quantities of computer power (Horgan, 1995; Casti, 1995, 1997) and through analytic, logical, and conceptual
developments (Bar-Yam, 1997). It is also the discipline that has selforganized to examine the question of how coherent and
purposive wholes emerge from the interactions of simple and sometimes non-purposive components. The theory includes such
ideas as phase changes, fitness landscapes, self-organization, emergence, attractors, symmetry and symmetry breaking,
chaos, quanta, the edge of chaos, self-organized criticality, generative relationships, and increasing returns to scale.
Some have chosen to distinguish the science components (both qualitative and quantitative) as the study of complex systems,
while allocating the word “complexity” to be inclusive not of the science but also of the more popular fad-like uses of complex
systems terms. Whichever label one uses, the ideas of complexity are important. Witness this quote from Overman (1996) in his
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“The New Science of Management”:

Are traditional social science methods incapable of dealing with the complex and indeterminate problems facing management
today? It is not so much the wedding of scientific logic and method to management theory and practice that is problematic, as
it is the outdated models of scientific inquiry that slow our progress. The new sciences of chaos and quantum theory
[complexity] offer valuable metaphors and methods that can challenge the management research agenda into the next century
[with] … the image of selforganization, dissipative structures, and dynamic complexity.
A short list of books would be sufficient for those unfamiliar with the field to get a decent handle on complexity.1 One might
begin with Complexity: the Emerging Science at the Edge of Order and Chaos (Waldrop, 1992), which is an overview of the
origins of complexity theory through the eyes of its explorers and the book with which to begin exploring this field. Although as
early as 1986 there was an academic book published with the title Complexity, Managers, and Organizations (Streufert and
Swezey, 1986), Chaos: Making a New Science (Gleick, 1987) is considered to be the classic work in the field and introduced
laypeople to the complexities of complexity. At Home in the Universe: the Search for the Laws of Self-Organization and
Complexity (Kauffman, 1995) explores what complexity theory might mean for the future of economics and organizations.
Leadership and the New Science: Learning about Organization from an Orderly Universe (Wheatley, 1992) provides a broad
survey of quantum mechanics as well as complexity theory and then extends its speculations to their relevance to leadership
and organization. Figments of Reality: the Evolution of the Curious Mind (Stewart and Cohen, 1997) and The Collapse of
Chaos: Discovering Simplicity in a Complex World (Cohen and Stewart, 1994) bring some history of simplicity to the exploration
of chaos and complexity. Complexity and Creativity in Organizations (Stacey, 1996) illustrates applications of new science to
organizational dynamics and change.

THE COMPLEXITY METAPHOR: SOME EXAMPLES
Complexity theory, as used above, has its own vocabulary and its own metaphors. One such metaphor is the notion of an edge
of chaos, the most fervent proponent of which is Kauffman. Through his research, Kauffman:

began to see that living systems operated at their most robust and efficient level in the narrow space between stability and
disorder—poised at “the edge of chaos.” It was here, it appeared, that the agents within a system conducted the fullest range
of productive interactions and exchanged the greatest amount of useful information. People recognize this in everyday life: A
slightly messy office is a productive one; rollicking families are happy; economies flourish under scant regulation. The edge of
chaos, but not quite chaos itself. (Petzinger, 1996b)
In a complex world, strategy is a set of processes for monitoring the behaviors of both the world and of the agents of the
organization, observing where potential attractors are and attempting to supply resources and incentives for future moves. It
may be that command and control are impossible (at least in the absolute and in the aggregate), but the manager retains the
ability to influence the shape of what complexity theory (and biology) refers to as “the fitness landscape”(Lane and Maxfield,
1995).
Identification of value-added knowledge as a task can be represented by the metaphor of search for optimal fitness on a
landscape. The landscape is rugged, in that there are hills and valleys, and it is turbulent, in that it coevolves with both the
outside environment and with the very participants (employees, customers, suppliers, regulators, competitors, etc.) who make
up the essence of that landscape.
Kauffman carried out a number of studies of search on rugged landscapes, which demonstrate that, when fitness is average,
search is best carried out far away across the space of possibilities. But, as fitness increases, the fittest variants are found ever
closer to the current location in the space of possibilities (Kauffman, 1993).
On complex surfaces (i.e., rugged fitness landscapes with many hills and valleys), systems can become trapped on poor local
optima (the wrong hill). Kauffman’s research has developed a variety of approaches to “simulated annealing” to assist in getting
organizations away from these local optima and moving toward a more “global optimum.” Simulated annealing is an optimization
procedure based on using an analogue of temperature, which is gradually lowered so that the system nearly equilibrates at
each temperature and is gradually trapped into deep energy wells. The general concept lying behind simulated annealing is that
at a finite temperature the system sometimes “ignores” some of the constraints and takes a step “the wrong” way, hence
increasing energy temporarily. Ignoring constraints in a judicious way can help avoid being trapped on poor local optima
(Kauffman, 1993, pp. 111-12).
Within this language clearly is a “how.” Kauffman says break up the organization into patches, yet emphasizes that these
patches must interact. This advice is different from the old management standby of the independent, self-sufficient business
unit. It is in the nature and quantity of the interactions that Kauffman finds that the organization as a whole can be moved toward
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a global optimum, even though each patch is acting selfishly. Interactions require language or some other mechanism of fairly
continual communication. He stresses that the patches must be coupled. In management jargon, the pieces must communicate,
and not just at quarterly review sessions:

The basic idea of patch procedure is simple: take a hard, conflictladen task in which many parts interact, and divide it into a
quilt of non-overlapping patches. Try to optimize within each patch. As this occurs, the couplings between parts in two patches
across patch boundaries will mean that finding a “’good” solution in one patch will change the problem to be solved by the
parts in adjacent patches. Since changes in each patch will alter the problems confronted by neighboring patches, and the
adaptive moves by those patches in turn will alter the problem faced by yet other patches, the system is just like our model coevolving ecosystems. (Kauffman, 1995, pp. 252-3)
Kauffman’s other two procedural suggestions are to ignore some of the inputs coming into the organization (the theory seems to
be that accommodating all inputs leads to freezing and that the necessary degrees of freedom for better finding optima can only
be accomplished by deliberately ignoring some of the inputs), and to recognize that too much data ceases to be information
(that which informs the agent or actor) but instead acts like a brake on the system.
The annealing process can also be looked at as one of deliberately introducing noise into a system to see what happens.
Guastello refers to this as “the chaotic controller”:

Chaotic control works counter-intuitively by first adding a small amount of low-dimensional noise into the system. The
reasoning is that the amount of sensitivity to initial conditions is not uniform throughout the attractor’s space; sensitivity is
less in the basin of the attractor and least in its center … Adding noise to the system allows the attractor to expand to its fullest
range. (Guastello, 1995, Ch. 4)
This is a very different concept of noise than the statistical view (which suggests that noise should be discarded). Where
traditional managers may have wished to delete the extraneous, the complexity research-educated manager may be attempting
to cause the deliberate addition of noise at various places along the way. Of course, noise can still be noise, and search
strategies must be able to separate wheat from chaff if the enterprise is to be at all successful.
Managers who can make use of the metaphors of complexity see their companies in a different light than those who do not and,
in a sense, are competing in a different world (Lakoff and Johnson, 1995). Corporate managers may, for example, view their
companies as being in a race—be it for success, market share, revenues, or survival. That metaphor influences the way they
see the world and the way they manage their companies.
In the race metaphor, the landscape is fixed even if the course is not. One has an identified goal and a set of competitors. In the
fitness landscape metaphor, the landscape itself is always changing. One’s goals, course, and competitors are but factors,
which can and do affect the shape of the landscape itself. The objective is to climb to a nonlocal peak and your peaks may be
very different from your competitors’.
In the race metaphor, information and data can be confused. Too much data leads to a loss of vision, a potential diversion from
the goal, and the risk of overload. In the complexity metaphor, data is merely unused potential information. Information changes
the landscape and data becomes information when it is ascribed value (whether correctly or not). Noise is a risk and a diversion
in the race metaphor and a source of new understanding and potential information in the complexity metaphor.
Table 1 illustrates some of the complexity theory metaphors. What these metaphors can do is provide access to new ideas and
analogies for use in confronting the unexpected and the unfamiliar:
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Complexity theory metaphors

Metaphorical concept
Fitness landscape

Inference
Local vs global optima

Practical application
Search (for improvement) strategies

Fitness landscape

Coevolving deformations

Be aware of feedback loops and interactions
with all levels of stakeholders

Attractor

Behavior that passively follows a
pattern

Choice is more important than trying to
influence predestined behavior

Simulated annealing

Use “chaos” to control “chaos”

A bit of bedlam can be a good thing for crowds,
data flow, and information retrieval

Simulated annealing

”Noise” can add creativity

Seek out controlled elements of noise, new
voices, and outside perspectives

Patches

Selfish bits can be better than a
holistic whole

Subdivide the organizing into interactive pieces
with constant communication

Tau

Too much data causes a clogging of
the pipes

Limit the quantity of simultaneous change that
the organization attempts to recognize

Generative relationships

Seek tomorrow’s returns in each
encounter today

Approach each encounter by asking how this
will help me grow

Increasing returns

Knowledge-based components of
economy differ from traditional

Promote network and community affects where
possible

Sensitive dependence on
initial conditions

Prediction is impossible

Control per se won’t work

When any aspect of our experience strikes us as worth understanding, either for the first time or in a new way, we begin to
search for [analogous instances] … I would say that just as we turn to a dictionary for the definition of unknown words in terms
of unfamiliar words, so we look to phenomena of other sorts, whether natural or artificial, for analogs of things, qualities and
events— including aspects of our own experience and activity—that we wish to comprehend. (Leary, 1990)

COMPLEXITY SCIENCE AND ORGANIZATION SCIENCE: A LONG RELATIONSHIP?
While complexity science may only, thus far, have contributed metaphors and models to the organization science literature, it
would be foolhardy to write off such contributions as insignificant or minor. These metaphors and models are world constituting
for those who use them (Astley, 1995; Cilliers, 1998). Both complexity science and organization science have a common
problem they wish to address: uncertainty. And in their joint concern for uncertainty lies the basis for what is likely to be a very
long relationship.
A lesson from complexity science is that it is always valuable to examine what occurs when foreground and background are
shifted (Bechtel and Richardson, 1993; Mitchell, 1994; Bar-Yam, 1997). The added insight can suggest new relationships and
new categories of thought. Management theory rarely takes up this challenge, yet much can be gained. For what a different
picture emerges when one reverses the prominence of the boxes and the arrows in the typical management and leadership
models taught to most MBAs and popularized in business texts. These models are likely to use boxes and similar shapes to
indicate reified entities—things that have an ontological status.
They use arrows to indicate relationships, flows, and exchanges— items to which is granted no ontological basis other than
fleetingness. By contrast, consider models that reverse the ontology. The relations, flows and exchanges are deemed to be
“real” and “extant,” while the items formerly designated by shapes—the organization, its hierarchical structure, work climate,
systems, mission, and strate—are afforded only the fleeting recognition of a snapshot in time. The analogy here is to a balance
sheet or to those bad Polaroid pictures one takes on vacation. Each is but an inadequate reflection of a flowing reality
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temporarily stopped for the purpose of having a record created.
Consider the notion of “uncertainty.” Thirty years ago, Thompson (1967) was able to write: “Uncertainty appears as the
fundamental problem for complex organizations, and coping with uncertainty, as the essence of the administrative process.” The
intervening decades have marked little progress. Connell and Nord (1996) write of the “Infiltration of Organization Science by
Uncertainty and Values,” making note of the increased emphasis on language and meaning. Gergen and Thatchenkery (1996)
note that methods may be sought to generate “new realities.” Jacobson and Jacques (1997) can write of “Destabilizing the
Field” by introducing a poststructuralist approach to the questions of meaning within organizations.
If the study of organizations is itself plagued by uncertainty and doubt, that is a reflection of the uncertainties felt by
organizations themselves and their members. Perhaps what is occurring is that, as time marches inexorably forward, we are
encountering more of what Rittel described as “wicked problems”—“a class of social system problems which are ill formulated,
where the information is confusing, where there are many clients and decision makers with conflicting values, and where the
ramifications in the whole system are thoroughly confusing” (Churchman, 1967). Or perhaps we just feel like we are.
For 50 years organization science has focused on “controlling uncertainty.” For the past 10 years complexity science has
focused on how to understand it so as to better “go with the flow” and perhaps to channel that flow. In the possibilities created
when we question whether the control or the uncertainty occupies the foreground lies the potential convergence of complexity
science and organization science. John Seely Brown of Xerox PARC refers to such convergence items as “boundary objects.”
At the overlapping boundaries of complexity science and organization science is where the importance of vocabulary, language,
metaphors, and models comes in to play. The possibility space of the organization is constrained by the language of
interpretation available to it and its members—for it is in that language that their reality will be constructed. Managers choose
the environments they attend to, and their internal views shape these choices. The choice of frames (which endow meaning)
and metaphors (which can provoke new images) within an organization can be determinative of what an organization can both
extract and absorb from the environment around it. Kauffman (1996) refers to nearby possibilities as “the adjacent possible.”
The sequence of activities within and by an organization represents both movement within the possibility space and an
enactment of how it defines the adjacent possible. In the interplay between language and activity, one finds both meaning and
tension. Organizations must not only act, but their understanding of those actions—their sensemaking—must be coherent if
identity is to be preserved (Lissack and Roos, 1999).
Weick, in his (1995) work on sensemaking, notes that “as ways of talking and believing proliferate, new features of
organizations are noticed.” New features of the organizations’ environments are surely noticed as well. The use of metaphor, in
as simple a form as in naming a situated activity, is a generative process. Any given label is also an invitation to see an object
as if it were something else; through the resonance of possible connotations, new contextual meaning can be created. Word
choice is thus a fundamental tool for the manager, whose role is to shape and create contexts in which appropriate forms of selforganization can occur.
The adoption of complexity science terms into the day-to-day lingo of corporate managers is much more than a Wittgensteinian
“language game” (cf. Astley and Zammuto, 1992). Word choice in usage delimits possibility space and helps to determine the
adjacent possible. Thus, it is an active process with real consequences and not just a symbolic toy. Management must deal with
the consequences of the language adopted, and it is the managers’ choice whether or not to do so in a purposeful manner.
What complexity science metaphors do for an organization is give its members access to both new words and new possibilities
for action. With the access to new actions comes the potential for new identity. The most prominent example of this is
Monsanto, which not only adopted complexity science lingo, but also reorganized the entire company around it.

Experience teaches us that thought does not express itself in words, but rather realizes itself in them. A word in context means
both more and less than, the same word in isolation: more, because it acquires new context; less, because its meaning is
limited and narrowed by the context. The sense of a word … changes in different minds and situations and is almost unlimited.
It is not merely the content of a word that changes, but the way reality is generated and reflected in a word. (Vygotsky, 1986)
Monsanto’s chairman, Robert Shapiro, grabbed hold of complexity science concepts and, in the immortal words of Microsoft,
chose to embrace and extend. The result was a spinoff of Monsanto’s chemical businesses and a headfirst rush into becoming
the largest biotech company in the world.
Complexity science words and models give new tools to business leaders. By actively seeking to guide language choice,
managers can influence the perceptions and actions of the remaining members of the organization. Leaders’ effectiveness lies
in their ability to make activity meaningful for those they lead. They do this not by changing behavior, but by giving others a
sense of understanding about what they are doing. In this sense lie the potential strengths of complexity as a management
tool—and the conceptual underpinnings of the journal the first issue of which you have just finished reading.
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NOTE
The next issue of Emergence will contain a review of more than two dozen books on complexity and management.
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